Black Country Core Strategy
ISSUES & OPTIONS LAUNCH EVENT REPORT
Wednesday 11th July 2007
Light House Media Centre, Wolverhampton

Back Ground/Context:
This event was used to launch the Issues and Options consultation on the Black
Country Core Strategy. Its purpose was to introduce stakeholders to the work the
four Black Country authorities had produced and the questions and involvement we
needed from them to help shape the strategy.
The format of the event was fairly structured and involved the presentation of the key
information emerging in the Issues and Options document. It also allowed for a
question and answer session, the results of this are contained in this report. The
event was attended by 52 people.
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1. Introduction and Welcome – Councillor Bob Badham, Sandwell
Metropolitan Borough Council, Chair of Black Country Joint
Advisory Group
“I would like to start by welcoming you all to the light-house for this key event in the
development of the Joint Core Strategy for the Black Country. I hope this morning
proves useful to you in finding out more about the Joint Core Strategy. The event
today is a chance to share with you the work we have been doing on what we think
might be some of the key issues that the Joint Core Strategy needs to address and
what some of the options might to address those issues.
This morning is only part of what has been, and will be, a continuous process of
engagement and consultation on the Joint Core Strategy. Some of you I am sure will
have been at the launch event we had at the Hawthorns in December last year, and
since then we have had further events either jointly or locally. We have listened to
what we have heard at these events and studied comments that have been
submitted to us. This has been important in helping to shape the Issues and Options
document

I hope you will find time to look in detail at the Issues and Options document we have
published over the next few days and weeks and let us have you views by August
10th. Whilst as I mentioned earlier there will be other opportunities to help shape the
Joint Core Strategy, we do need you views at this early stage of preparation as part
of the front loading process. In addition to today’s event local events have also been
set up in each of the local authorities.
I would just say that as Chair of the Joint Advisory Group that has been set up to coordinate at member level the development of the Joint Core Strategy I am really
pleased at the way the officers and members of the four local authorities have pulled
together to prepare the Issues and Option document. I think this sets us up well for
the later stages of the Joint Core Strategy. We are of course building upon the
approach of the Joint Core Strategy on the Black Country Study and the RSS Phase
1 Review and this has given us an excellent starting point in terms of a direction of
travel, some agreed objectives and a comprehensive evidence base.
It is important that we all recognise that the Joint Core Strategy is a new type of plan
and that it has to be spatial in its approach rather than just looking at land use. It will
have to demonstrate the way housing, transport, the economy, employment,
education, health and the environment come together. This is a real challenge for us
all but I do think we have a better chance to make this work by doing this jointly for
the Black Country. All of you here today will be important in making this Joint Core
Strategy work.
You will now be seeing a presentation from Richard Wassell. Richard is one of the
Lead Planning Officers on the Joint Core Strategy and is vice chair of the officers
steering group. In his presentation Richard will highlight the Issues and Options that
we have set out in the document.
We will then provide you with the opportunity to ask questions and give any initial
feedback on what you have heard.
I do hope that you find this event useful and that you continue to work with us as we
move forward later this year to prepare the next stage of the Joint Core Strategy –
the Preferred Options stage”.

2. The Issues and Options – presentation by Richard Wassell, Head
of Planning Policy and Urban Design, Wolverhampton City Council

3.

Record of Questions & Answers session

1.

Tim Sunter – Brierley Hill Regeneration Partnership

Q.

a) What is the relationship between the Core Strategy and Area Action Plans,
for example the Brierley Hill AAP?
b) What happens to the Core Strategy process if there is delay on the
Regional Spatial Strategy review? What are the pitfalls between the Core
Strategy and RSS timetables?

A.

a) Consultation on the preferred options for the Core Strategy will take place in
January 2008 with submission in the Autumn. The Brierley Hill AAP and other
planned AAPs are following a similar timetable to the Core Strategy.
b) We do not foresee any major pitfalls. The panel report for the Phase 1 RSS
review was generally positive. This is a continuous process and we will
reassess the timetable if problems arise. It will be kept under review. We have
started to look at the implications of the Habitats Directive so that we are not
caught out in some way.
Izeham Che Dan – RIBA

2.
Q.

In reference to the comment during the presentation that a consequence of
Option 1 is that the quality of design may be compromised. Has this been
assessed? Have organisations like RIBA been asked to comment on this?

A.

Information gathered to date has indicated that Option 1 may have an impact
on the quality of design achievable. The objective of this consultation is to ask
these questions. We will be consulting with relevant bodies.

3.

Duncan Nimmo – Wolverhampton History and Heritage Society

Q.

a) Pleased that recognition has been given to built heritage and to local
character and distinctiveness within the document. However, the role of these
needs to be clarified and greater emphasis placed on this. What is the link to
objective of transforming the environment? To what extent does the built
environment come under this objective e.g. is it included within the Urban Park
concept and the Landscape Action Plan?
b) Has the decision over the location and nature of the beacons already been
decided?
c) Has there been an analysis of local character?

A.

a) The purpose of the consultation is to ask whether we have the right
balance. Have to recognise that the Core Strategy only goes so far and that
greater detail will be contained within other local development documents
prepared by each authority. The Urban Park concept and the LAP do address
some of the issues raised.
b) The beacons are general at this point. More work is needed before a final
decision is made.
c) The outcome of the Black Country Historic Landscape Characterisation
Study will feed directly into the work on the Core Strategy and other plans.

4.

Denise Craig – Federation of Small Businesses

Q.

Requested a commitment to clarify the position of manufacturing. Small
businesses still engaged in manufacture in the Black Country but not at the
same level of employment. Must be a balance of employment opportunities.
Need to consider manufacturing and smaller businesses. Want commitment to
retain significant manufacturing base. Concerned about housing driving small
businesses out.

A.

We accept this. A balance is to be found between housing and employment
and also within employment. Recognising the characteristics of businesses is
a key issue.

5.

Richard Hammersley - West Midlands Planning Aid Service

Q.

Support the idea of focusing development in regeneration corridors and
centres but what of those areas not within the regeneration corridors? What
will be their role and future?

A.

There will be a role for these other areas.

6.

Gerald Kells – Campaign to Protect Rural England

Q.

a) Endorsed the point about heritage. The intensification of housing needs to
be sensitive to existing heritage and communities. Build on existing cultural
heritage.
b) Welcome the inclusion of climate change but needs to be referred to within
each theme e.g. transport and centres. Weave throughout and across the
agenda, not just within the environment section. This would help to achieve
the objective.

A.

a) It is intended to build on successes.
b) Agreed. Need to look at feel and look of the document. Climate change is a
key part of the document.

7.

John Hale – JPE Holdings

Q.

To what extent will plans for housing be overtaken by the Prime Ministers
announcement?

A.

The number of houses needed will be decided through the Regional Spatial
Strategy revision and it is an important decision. An increase in the number of
houses will open up big questions e.g. housing in the green belt. We will look
at the Black Country position and possible response to the Government. We
have to make sure we have the evidence to support our position. Work being
done now will give us a strong position when responding to the Regional
Spatial Strategy Phase2 revision. The Core Strategy should be able to adapt
to changes.

8.

Hugh Sherriffe – Barnados

Q.

The document refers to local facilities. What type of local facilities?

A.

A whole rage of facilities would be required to support new housing e.g. GP
and health facilities, schools, shops, open spaces, banks etc.

9.

David Dunn – Federation of Small Businesses

Q.

Must protect land for small businesses. Existing road networks are poor,
increasing housing provision will require road improvements. Design out crime
in construction.

A.

The need for a good transport system to support policies and achieve
objectives is acknowledged. The whole approach to design takes into account
crime as a matter of course.

9.

Stephen Spencer – The Ramblers Organisation / The Ettingshall Village
Association

Q.

The document refers to all Black Country citizens. Need to make sure that the
Core Strategy delivers social inclusion and cohesion. What are our views to
deliver this? There was and to some extent is social cohesion.

A.

Accept that the Black Country as a whole has a good community. There tends
to be less conflict compared to other areas. We must build in equality of
opportunity and choice. Each authority is working on a Sustainable
Communities Strategy. Community cohesion is a key workstream in this
process. Each authority is working closely with their Local Strategic
Partnerships and also working in partnership with the Local Strategic
Partnerships on linking the Core Strategy and the Sustainable Communities
Strategies.

10.

Mary Garner – Blakenhall Leisure and Community Association

Q.

The Council always asks people to come to us. What about the Council going
out to the communities? Also, the Council needs to provide training in public
speaking to its staff.

A.

All four authorities have a Statement of Community Involvement in place and
are committed to engaging with local communities. Each authority is also
undertaking local events on the Core Strategy to engage the general public
and communities. We are willing to go out into communities.

11.

Frank Sharman – Wolverhampton History and Heritage Society

Q.

Had not encountered any problems getting planners out. The Core Strategy is
based on the assumption that the world will go on much as it is but the world is
changing. These changes will generate infrastructure needs.
A. Acknowledged the point about the need to provide supporting infrastructure
necessary to accommodate change.

What Happened Next?
This event was supported and followed up by other local events in each of the four
Council areas throughout the consultation period.
More specifically, the results of the question and answer session will have been
considered and help inform the work being carried out for the production of the Joint
Core Strategy.
Upon the end of the consultation, the results will be analysed and reported back to
people. In addition ongoing engagement will continue to support the preparation of
the Core Strategy. All this will help inform the Preferred Options document due for
consultation January 2008.

